Genetic heterogeneity in spinal muscular atrophy: a linkage analysis-based assessment.
The spinal muscular atrophies (SMAs) are among the most common autosomal recessive disorders. The mapping of the gene responsible for SMA to chromosome 5 has allowed the assessment of genetic heterogeneity in kindreds with a putative diagnosis of SMA. We report linkage analysis of 71 Canadian SMA families (types 1, 2, and 3) using polymorphisms that both flank and are linked to SMA. Data demonstrating nonlinkage to 5q markers were initially obtained in five kindreds; reexamination of the clinical status of these families showed that one fulfilled all the SMA diagnostic criteria, two showed patterns for which a diagnosis of SMA was possible but not conclusive, and two showed patterns for which the diagnosis of SMA appeared unlikely. This results in a degree of genetic heterogeneity between 1.5% and 4.5%. The three kindreds for which SMA appeared either possible or likely were simplex (ie, contained only one affected individual), and therefore the possibility that they represented new mutations could not be discounted. Thus, the significant majority of classic SMA cases are caused by a mutation in the 5q13.1 locus. Low genetic heterogeneity has implications for both genetic counseling and the applicability of conventional and genetic therapies following cloning of the SMA gene.